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Despite the fact that we have to remain realistic, and that we have to remember that this is written actually to point to a spiritual reality, there is something that needs to be mentioned.

Most people in the world, at least as it is right now, are presently only wasting their existence for no reason whatsoever. However people like us sit here and take the weight of the ignorance of the world, and we are of the very few people, who aside any 'risk' and 'threat', take the spiritual weight of this 'world' and more.

Every person is having their experience, others are happy, others suffer, but between the two, few if any people lift the curtain to see what is behind it, and what is making what, be what it is.

The blissfully ignorant and the sufferers are equally turning a blind eye into what is hated the most into this world, spiritual truth. Most people are comfortable in delusions, but this comes with a price many people don't even understand.

Satan in immemorial times, ruled this world with just rulers, not people who acted with a scepter, a gun, or a sword, but people who ruled through their will and spirit. Many people in the war disappeared, but their memory remains, and also does their essence. Even if they tried to blot their memory out forever.

While you're plagued in doubts, or questions, your enemies (And the enemies of Satan) are actually pretty sure about you. In that sense, they know what a real spiritual Satanist really means, even if they themselves don't know or swim in worthless delusions. These only delay the true spiritual Satanist. The whole game is for you to lose early on.

We are not fighting only for the world. Indeed, we are also fighting for ourselves, our own salvation, and to discover ourselves and see what we can do.

The Satanic soul cannot be tamed, and that is the 'problem'. The enemy made our beliefs hijacked and highly individualistic for no reason whatsoever, other than to dilute our power. They acted as the real 'tempter' who went into people and offered them a world into their own stupidity. As such, the enemy was unrivaled, and they have omnipotent power, by ganging up on every 'individual' who made it somewhere, or even anywhere. They were brought down easily.

Now Satan has shown his Will more obviously, and brought his people together. People who actually deny this or listen to the enemy who effectively, acts as what the enemy accuses the "Devil" of acting for the jews, they do the same to the Satanists: divide and
break until the 'beast shatters'. This game has been played for centuries, until Satan really imposed his Will which we see today.

All of our people are important and royal, not in the sense of fantasy or delusional paranoia, or acquisitions, but in their inner constitution. Your choices are your importance, not even past lives, acquisitions, or even your position, all of which come secondary. It's the spirit of Satan that encompasses us all, and we are all units in his unity, and therefore to see the real devoted people as something distant from ourselves is only lack of greater perception.

I don't care if I meet the king of Sweden and he now does crack in a corner and praises Communism. You re-affirm any supposed 'importance' by your choices. You re-affirm them every time you struggle into what all others have deemed lost, and when we make the impossible happen, then this is the reaffirming of the Satanic Spirit. Satan is the God of the Impossible, the Unreachable, the one who raised himself above a useless tyranny, even so his enemies admit in their lies, filled with hatred.

The importance of yourself revolves not in any dream delusions, but in the weight of the objectives you have took to carry. To self-master, self-overcome, and throw off an enemy which right now seems omnipotent: this is what makes you important. How many people can say the same? Almost nobody.
Those who follow through in Satanism, they prove that they are, even if they are "not" in any artificial "past", the important people they seek to become: This is the difference between proving and the difference between reality and unsubstantiated delusion.

One person has questioned me at some point if I am not worried of ending up in Hell. Even if there was such a Hell, I'd rather burn for all eternity than do nothing and see everything lead to ruin. This is the spirit of Satan, admitted even by His enemies. Satan doesn't fight for one 'heroic death' either: He fights the impossible battles, and actually wins, and for this he is hated. In the 'program' of everything, he comes as the spontaneous explosion of the human Soul, the number 13: That which is outside all systems.

Many people have 'talked' about it, but it is us, the spiritual Satanists that have walked this path, and took on our back a great war than 8 billion of humans couldn't even bother to take on, not even in their own mind.

And this is why I see our people as kings, not those wearing useless crowns, but the kings and royal people of the spirit. These are the kings this world needs.

It fills me with glory, and it should fill everyone, that not a thousand deaths can take away, to know that I have been amongst you, even through these means of this late technological century, rather than cattle or kings amongst billions of sheep. No Satanic Soul would find gratification in this. Indeed, there is a violent hand of destiny that pulls the Satanist to a higher direction. It's pointless to not follow it.

Satan's Kings and People Will Return - Think of this as the prophecies of our enemies fail and crumble, and stay strong. Rejoice in what we have achieved.

A War for the Return of the Kings will be waged in its totality, for there is nothing after this for us: The Satanic Spirit must either rule or cease existing, which is impossible: for it is eternal. Therefore, it can only rule and for this, we have to fight if so required.

We have to fight for this Return... The Return of the Kings.
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